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Mô tả Command &amp;; Conquer: Rival *Command &amp; Conquer: Rivals are now in development and can be played as pre-alpha. While pre-alpha players may experience technical issues. Pre-alpha does not representative the final software* Lead your troops to victory in the War for Tiberium with Command &amp;
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Tiberium with Command &amp; Conquer™ ... xem thm *Command &amp; Conquer: Rivals are now in development and can be played as pre-alpha. While pre-alpha players may experience technical issues. Pre-alpha is not a representative of final software* Leading your troops to victory in the War for Tiberium with
Command &amp; Conquer™: Rivals, competitive real-time strategy games on mobile! Battle to dominate your enemies with Commanders from the Global Defense and Brotherhood Nod Initiative. Customize your troops with unique commanders, infantry units, and vehicles. Conquering opponents in one-on-one battle and
strategically instruct your team to get every win. In this war, control is power. TAKE CONTROL of your ArmyIn Command &amp; Conquest: Rivals, the strategy behind your skills determines winnings or defeats. Choose Commander to lead your team – each holding strong abilities that can influence your approach and
turn on the tide of battle. Create a combination of high-tech infantry, tanks, aircraft and behemoths. Customize your troops to align with your Commander-in-Chief's unique abilities, then release the weapons and moving vehicles in the all-out war. DOMINATE RIVALS ON THE head of BATTLEFIELDGo in a live battle with
other players as you fight for the speciness of the map in real time! Choose to fight for the Global Defense Initiative or Brotherhood Node. Restart your supply and increase your army with valuable supply convoys. Complete the daily challenges for massive rewards that boost your Commander, weapons, and abilities.
Expand your army with every win and climb the leaderboard! Pre-registration today and get the Early Bird Bundle, including Titan, Diamonds, and Credit units, when Command &amp; Conquer: Rivals are launched worldwide. Page 3 Mô tả Command &amp;; Conquer: Rival *Command &amp; Conquer: Rivals are now in
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played as pre-alpha. While pre-alpha players may experience technical issues. Pre-alpha is not a representative of final software* Leading your troops to victory in the War for Tiberium with Command &amp; Conquer™: Rivals, competitive real-time strategy games on mobile! Cell! to master your enemy with commanders
from the Global Defense and Brotherhood Node Initiative. Customize your troops with unique commanders, infantry units, and vehicles. Conquering opponents in one-on-one battle and strategically instruct your team to get every win. In this war, control is power. TAKE CONTROL of your ArmyIn Command &amp;
Conquest: Rivals, the strategy behind your skills determines winnings or defeats. Choose Commander to lead your team – each holding strong abilities that can influence your approach and turn on the tide of battle. Create a combination of high-tech infantry, tanks, aircraft and behemoths. Customize your troops to align
with your Commander-in-Chief's unique abilities, then release the weapons and moving vehicles in the all-out war. DOMINATE RIVALS ON THE head of BATTLEFIELDGo in a live battle with other players as you fight for the speciness of the map in real time! Choose to fight for the Global Defense Initiative or
Brotherhood Node. Restart your supply and increase your army with valuable supply convoys. Complete the daily challenges for massive rewards that boost your Commander, weapons, and abilities. Expand your army with every win and climb the leaderboard! Pre-registration today and get the Early Bird Bundle,
including Titan, Diamonds, and Credit units, when Command &amp; Conquer: Rivals are launched worldwide. Get experience playing strategy games with Command Conquer Screening APK MOD PVP (Unlimited Credits). Get unlimited credits and unlimited Crystal resources on your game account. Command
ConquerIzes PVP Information Apk Mode: App NameCommand ConquerIng PVP Mode Apk PlatformAndroid Size90M Unlimited Credit Features Mode Crystal Card VIP Treasured Chest Ticket Version1.8.1 Category AkarStrategy Required? No PriceFree Get it at Unlimited Credits Unlimited Crystals Legendary Card VIP
Treasure Ticket Chest Free for Absolutely Safe Download Compatible with all versions of Android Command Conquer Rival APK Mode files are very easy to install Unnecessary Autoupdate your Android device roots! Command Conquer Rivals PVP is a real-time multiplayer game based on one-to-one battle. You have a
set of squads like tanks or soldiers they use to fight the other. You have to command this team and put them to incur maximum damage on their opponents. Command Conquer Rival PVP MOD apk has unlimited crystals and unlimited credits. The main objective of each player is to control the missile silos in the middle of
the battleground. The missile silo has 3 platforms around it. Players can gain access to these missiles by capturing two platforms. You can launch this missile and target enemy bases. You can win the game by mistressing your opponent's base, just like at Clash Royale. How to play the game? You'll get green crystals
that serve as a currency in the Rival Conquest of Command. You can get this crystal when the game progresses. You need to use crystals to build that will produce the units needed to attack. However, you have a limit on the number of units they can use. Further, the more units you have on the pitch, the more time it
takes to train a new one. Download our Command Conquer apk Rival PVP Mode for Unlimited Crystals. You can use up to 6 units in the game. Units can consist of aircraft, vehicle, infantry and technology units. You can choose either between the Global Defense Initiative (GDI) and the Node Fraternity (Node) in the
Conquest of Order. Get unlimited gems with our latest Kampung Merge MODE APK. The commanders or GDI characters used players in the game are Colonel Jackson, Dr. Liang, General Solomon, and Strong Lieutenant. Commanders in Nodes include Jade, Kane, Seth, and OxannaKristos. How to download and
install Command Conquer Rivals APK MODE PVP on Android Apk files mode is very easy to install: Simply click the download button under Download APK Mode Wait until the file is downloaded then open it Install Command Conquer Rival PVP File Apk mode on your Android device Follow the instructions in Start and
Enjoy Mode Make sure you check the box for – 'Allow installing from other sources of THEO DÕI CHÚNG TÔI Crushing enemies and lead tribes you for the glory of clashes tribal characters face in outstanding duels epic, but shameful, league of clones Escape scary teacher! Mobile Ladies: Build an empire to destroy
your enemies Fighting wooden numeral war developers: Version: 1.8.1 Categories: Action Size: 77 Mb Update: October 16, 2019 at 3:19 am Get it from: Play Store New Update : Greetings, players! As part of this update, we've fixed some of the issues behind the battles that may have affected your game. Command
&amp;; Conquer: Rivals for Android are real-time strategy games for mobile, developed and manufactured by EA. This is the latest product in the famous RTS series, which begins in the 90s and has impressed players who love the strategy game genre. While the game is targeting the mobile market, it still needs good
game setup, good planning and management capabilities to secure victory. &amp;Instructions; Conqueror: Rivals focus on PvP battles, taking advantage of the touchscreens of mobile devices to provide military control experience. &amp;Command content game; Conquer is a very interesting real-time strategy game
series on PC. A lot of people love it. It is considered the beginning of the RTS genre. The game still maintains the basic plot of the C&C series. It takes you into a new war between the two factions of the Global Defense Initiative and the Node Fraternity. Moreover, players will be given the option of fighting any party they
love, leading the army to win the Tiberium War. To get a win, players need to do a series of tasks including controlling resources, adapting troops, gathering infantry, weapons, fighting vehicles and committing military commands to fight the enemy. Enemy. You can free up against opponents in 1vs1 battles like Clash
Royale. The ultimate goal is to win. In this war, the commanding ability is a key point of victory. Games In Command &amp;; Conquerors, games are easy to understand. Each side has a base and four slots to build military work. However, you don't have to handle Tiberium mining. Players can buy mining vehicles and let
it work on their own. In this game, you will win when destroying enemy bases in two ways: Occupy Catch Points to direct nuclear missiles toward enemy bases, or directly use your troops to attack their main homes. The tactics of this game are based on assault and defense systems with three types of infantry,
mechanical and air force units. You will attack the enemy's defense system while ruling your troops to stop enemy fire. Therefore, the game is always a 1vs1 confrontation. Nobody wasted in this game. Military system Because of the Command &amp; Conquer brand, the game's military unit system gives players the
necessary closeness. You can play NOD and GDI factions. However, this game only allows you to use GDI until your account reaches level 9. While GDI is relatively simple thanks to direct fighting styles and easy-to-understand effects, NODs need more skills because their units are designed for small-scale tactics or
guerrilla attacks. You can see some special effects such as Scarab or Chemical Warrior that damage all units, or Attack Bikes that have 3 units in the team rather than just one. Therefore, they have higher damage even though it is quite easy to play. Moreover, Scrin was also mentioned in the game. This is a foreign force
emerging in the Tiberium War. Perhaps the EA will add to this force on the game in the future. Upgrade the soldier system In Command &amp; Conquer: Rivals, each type of army represented by cards, are divided into normal/rare/unique levels. You can upgrade one type of military 3 times per level with money. With
each time upgrading, you can increase a little index for your characters. After 3 upgrades, you need to flatten the unit by giving the same card. The higher the level, the more cards you need. These cards fall randomly from the chest you get when you flattipped or from a Bounty mission, a Convoy convoy (a simple free
chest feature). However, they are never enough. If you want to flatten faster, you need to spend real money on buying virtual money and chest in store. If you're lucky, you'll get amazing chests. Moreover, another interesting feature is that when Command &amp; Conquer: Rivals manufacture types New. The EA will bring
packages containing the types of troops and items needed to upgrade to the gaming store. Their prices are quite expensive so you must consider buying them. The EA also tries to reward free players with a system they call Fairplay: when players with lower-level soldiers meet high-level men, you will receive more points
when you win as well as lose very much (or not lost) upon the loss of the battle. Game mode at the moment, Command &amp; Conquer: Rivals only have ranking modes, with rising positions from Iron, Bronze, Silver, Gold, Platinum, Diamonds, Masters and Tiberium. The game will automatically create matches
depending on your rank. Overall, the battle in Rivals proved quite exciting and exciting. Moreover, the game makes the balance between players as Rivals limit the maximum level of units you can put into battle - even if you've upgraded to levels 9 or 10. If you are still in the rank of Perak, the unit can only be counted as
level 8. The more you rank, the more high-level units you can use. New Features of Command &amp;; Conquer: Rivals Games have been released worldwide for players. Moreover, the game is also changed, updated with new content including: Rival Champion Events – a new opportunity to evaluate your skills. Player



Level System, where you get XP to flatten. The new 2 units are Nod's Widowmaker and GDI's War Dogs. Unit balances and maps and correct game errors. Consolidates the training costs of common, Rare and Epic units. The rewards system allows you to make money from a variety of sources. This game contains in-
app purchases. This game requires a stable Internet connection during the game. &amp;Instructions; Conquest: Rivals are for players over the age of 13. Players need to agree to the Cookie Policy, Privacy and EA User Agreement. You can sign out of the Google Play Games Service before installing if you don't want to
share the game with your friends. Overall Summary, Command &amp;; Conqueror: Rivals have a simple but tactical game of rivals. The EA managed to maintain the resource collection mechanism, bought the military and commanded generals. Moreover, the game provides a familiar unit that helps players experience
the feelings of Command &amp; Conquer every day. Let's download and enjoy the game now! Thank you and have fun! Select Command version &amp;; Conqueror: Rival APK MOD v1.8.1 Download Now
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